TENNESSEE DENTAL ASSOCIATION
152ND ANNUAL SESSION
JUNE 7–9, 2019 | FRANKLIN MARRIOTT COOL SPRINGS | FRANKLIN, TENNESSEE

Scientific Sessions for the entire dentistry team, Exhibits showcasing the latest in dentistry, and fun Social Events, including a western-themed cookout followed by an After-hours Dance Party, and much more!
Dear TDA Dentists, Team Members, and Spouses:

On behalf of President Dr. Paul Cullum and the host Sixth District, I invite you to the 152nd Annual Session of the Tennessee Dental Association. The event will be held at the Franklin Marriott Cool Springs in historic Franklin, Tennessee, June 7-9, 2019. Registration will begin on the afternoon of June 6.

Our profession has faced a number of changes and challenges in its history. Over the past few years, the rate of change has seemed to accelerate. Many of you have chosen, for one reason or another, to expand the services that you offer your patients. This year’s continuing education selection reflects that desire or necessity to be knowledgeable in a variety of patient services. The course topics include: Sleep Apnea, Botox®, Silver Diamine Fluoride, Implants and Integrating Oral Health into the Cosmetic Evolution, just to name a few. There will be courses for the entire dental team. As always, there will be an opportunity to obtain CE in the required areas of OSHA training and chemical dependency. Speakers include: Drs. Tarun Agarwal, Tim Bizga, Edwin McDonald, Gigi Meinecke, Mark Nation, Tommy Nabors, Brent Martin, Rick Huot and David Sain as well as Mr. Clint Johnson, Ms. Wendy Briggs and Ms. Olivia Wann.

Our meeting happens to coincide with the Country Music Association Fest which will be taking place just up the road in Nashville the same weekend. But, our President’s Party will bring the music to you. We will begin the evening with dinner and a brief awards presentation followed by a songwriter’s night featuring writers of some of today’s most popular songs. A dessert reception will follow that. On Saturday evening you are invited to a cookout on the patio of the hotel with grilled burgers and chicken and all the extras followed by an After-hours Dance Party. All events this year will be casual attire.

Allow me to also say that Franklin is a wonderful place to visit with your spouse or the entire family. In fact, Franklin has been called “the must-see small town in Tennessee.” There is a lot to do here with fabulous restaurants and shopping near the hotel in the Cool Springs area. Historic downtown is an excellent place to mill around. If you are a history buff or just want to know more about Tennessee, there are tours of the area that are offered daily. I wholeheartedly recommend a visit to “The Carter House” where you will learn about its role in the pivotal Battle of Franklin during the Civil War.

Finally, I need to call your attention to some schedule changes from our typical TDA annual session. Among the most notable are the House of Delegates, which will meet on Saturday afternoon, and course offerings on Sunday morning. All the Sunday events will conclude by 11:00 a.m. Again, I extend a cordial invitation to what I know is going to be a most exciting annual session.

Sincerely,
Dennis Gardner, General Chair
**MEETING DATES:**
June 7–9, 2019

The TDA Annual Session will be located at the Franklin Marriott Cool Springs in beautiful and historic Franklin, Tennessee. Continuing education sessions and events will be held in the Marriott’s Conference Center, with hotel and conference center conveniently housed under one roof. Hotel information is found on the inside back cover.

**PREREGISTRATION:**
Preregistration for the meeting, courses and events will be available January 2, 2019 – May 29, 2019. After May 29th, registrations will be accepted on-site only.

**ON-SITE REGISTRATION:**
Located in the Franklin Marriott Cool Springs Conference Center as follows:

- **Thursday, June 6, 2019**  |  3:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. (Hotel Lobby)
- **Friday, June 7, 2019**  |  6:30 a.m. – 6:30 p.m.
- **Saturday, June 8, 2019**  |  7:30 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
- **Sunday, June 9, 2019**  |  7:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

**ONLINE:**
www.tndentalassociation.com

Click on the link to the TDA Annual Session for information regarding the meeting and online registration.

**MOBILE APP:**
A mobile app containing the Annual Session schedule of courses, speaker biographies, events and more will be available as a free download in the iPhone app store and Google Play store for android phones. Search for “TDA Annual Session”.

**HASHTAG:**
The official meeting hashtag is #tdasession2019. Be sure to add it to all your social media posts.

**HISTORIC FRANKLIN TOURS:**
Franklin, Tennessee was witness to The Battle of Franklin in 1864, dubbed the last great battle of the American Civil War, where some 10,000 American soldiers became casualties. Three house museums sit on the battlefield: Carnton, Carter House, and Lotz House. Each offers tours of both the homes and the over 200 acres of battlefield area sharing the compelling stories of the families who found themselves in the midst of the Battle of Franklin. You can also enjoy a stroll down Franklin’s nationally-recognized historic Main Street, boasting more than 100 unique shops and restaurants, along with the historic Franklin Theatre.

For additional information, please contact the site directly:

- **Carnton:** Tours 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. (Sunday 11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.) / $18 (https://boft.org)
- **Carter House:** Tours 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. (Sunday 11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.) / $18 (https://boft.org)
- **Lotz House Civil War Museum:** Tours 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. (Sunday 1-4 p.m. or by appointment) / $12 (www.lotzhouse.com)

There are package tours and specialty tours available. Discounts may apply for children and seniors.

**ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION, COURSE ATTENDANCE KIOSKS AND MOBILE ATTENDEE EVENT TRACKING:**
We are happy to inform you that registration will be digital again this year. No more bulky envelopes or tickets to juggle. Attendees will check-in in our Registration area where bar-coded badges will be printed and include the registrant’s roster of courses and events. Verification of CE course attendance will be self-reported at CE kiosks. At the end of every session, your course instructor will provide a CE code. Note the code and visit one of four Delta Dental CE kiosks where you will scan your badge and enter the code. CE certificates will be emailed to participants at the completion of the conference. Admittance to events will be monitored by badge scanners at the event entrance.

IPF SCREENING AVAILABLE:
Do you have inhalation issues from your work in dentistry? The CDC reported in March 2018 a cluster of dentists in northern Virginia with IPF (Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis) – nine dentists and a dental tech, one living and nine deceased. Through RAM and the Health Wagon, Dr. Joseph Smiddy, Pulmonologist and Assistant Clinical Professor ETSU School of Medicine, has provided thousands of free chest x-rays, pulmonary function tests, and pulmonary consults, and he is offering FREE screenings on Saturday at our meeting. If interested in scheduling a free screening, please email: tda@tenndental.org

Sponsored by

**DentalBlue**
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Tennessee
Please support our exhibitors and sponsors as they help support our meeting!

Sponsors of our meeting this year as of the publication date:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Sponsor 1</th>
<th>Sponsor 2</th>
<th>Sponsor 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diamond</strong></td>
<td>$10,000 and up</td>
<td>Dentsply Sirona Academy</td>
<td>Delta Dental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Platinum</strong></td>
<td>$5,000–$9,999</td>
<td>Advantage Technologies</td>
<td>Patterson Dental Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CareCredit / Synchrony Financial</td>
<td>Henry Schein Dental</td>
<td>Safe Network Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mahan &amp; Associates</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sixth District Dental Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UT Alumni Health Science Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gold</strong></td>
<td>$2,500–$4,999</td>
<td>MetLife Insurance</td>
<td>TDA Insurance Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russellville Dental Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td>UBS Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Silver</strong></td>
<td>$1,000–$2,499</td>
<td>5th Gear Technology Concepts</td>
<td>Endodontic Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 Petrones</td>
<td></td>
<td>PNC Healthcare Business Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue Cross Blue Shield of Tennessee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exhibitors will be conveniently located in the conference center hallways with tabletop exhibits.

We ask that an extra effort be made to visit our exhibitors and purchase needed supplies and services from them at the meeting.

Exhibitors for the 152nd Annual Session as of the publication date:

5th Gear Technology Concepts
AADOM
ADS South
Advantage Technologies
AFTCO
Apex Design Build
Bank of America Practice Solutions
Bisco Dental Products
CareCredit / Synchrony Financial
CDS Dental Studio
Cigna Dental
Crown Tenant Advisors
Delta Dental of Tennessee
Dentsply Sirona
Designs for Vision
DigitalDoc
Doral Refining
First Merchants Practice Finance
Garfield Refining Co.
GC America
Hayes Handpiece Sales and Service
Henry Schein Dental
Implant Direct
LumaDent
Mahan & Associates
MedPro Group
Nashville Dental Inc.
New Image Dental Laboratory
Oral Arts Dental Lab
Orascoptic
Patterson Dental Supply
PNC Healthcare Business Banking
Procter & Gamble / Crest & Oral B
Remote Area Medical (RAM)
Russellville Dental Lab
Safe Network Solutions
SciCan
SurgiTel
TDA Insurance Agency
The Dentists Supply Company
Total Medical Compliance
UBS Financial Services
Ultradent Products
Wells Fargo Practice Finance
FRIDAY EVENTS

5:30 P.M. – 6:30 P.M.
PRE-DINNER COCKTAIL RECEPTION

FREE DRINK TICKET TO ALL WHO PREREGISTER BY MAY 29TH

Available to all registrants. After a busy day of meetings and continuing education courses, unwind with your peers at a relaxing pre-dinner cocktail reception. Cash bar. Free drink ticket to preregistrants.

Sponsored by Mahan & Associates

9:00 P.M. – 10:00 P.M. - DESSERT RECEPTION

Stick around and mingle with your friends at a delicious dessert reception. Don’t miss this memorable evening!

Sponsored by UT Alumni Health Science Center

Attire: Smart Casual. Please call the TDA in advance for any special dietary needs.
Please join this celebratory event honoring Dr. Paul Cullum of Columbia, Tennessee, as he completes his year as President of the TDA. Attendees will enter a listening-room atmosphere for the TDA's version of the famous Bluebird Café, featuring upscale strolling Southern cuisine and songwriters in the round. Brady Seals & Friends will perform their hits and songs that have topped the pop charts as well as original songs. In addition, the finest leaders of TDA will be honored during the evening, including Fellowship Awardees, 50-year dentists and the Jack Wells Award recipient. Free drink ticket to preregistrants.

Sponsored by Tennessee Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons, Sixth District Dental Society, CareCredit

6:30 P.M. – 9:00 PM
DINNER, AWARDS & MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT

TDA PRESIDENT’S PARTY
“SOUTHERN COMFORT - MELODIES AND MORE”

$75 (PER PERSON) PREREGISTRATION | $100 (PER PERSON) AFTER MAY 29TH
HONORING TDA PRESIDENT DR. PAUL CULLUM
SATURDAY EVENTS

11:00 A.M. - ALLIANCE OF THE TENNESSEE DENTAL ASSOCIATION LUNCHEON AND MEMBERSHIP MEETING
$55 (PER PERSON) PREREGISTRATION | $75 AFTER MAY 29TH
All dentists’ spouses are invited to attend. Alliance members support each other as well as partnering with the TDA in helping local communities and dental families to advance the oral health education of the public. Two voices in dentistry are better than one!

6:00 P.M. - COOKOUT
$60 (PER PERSON) PREREGISTRATION | $80 AFTER MAY 29TH
The band’s tuned up, the tent is pitched, the grill is hot, and the drinks are cold. Wrangle up your team for a hearty country-western cookout on the patio! The menu features burgers and chicken on the grill, fabulous sides and a s’mores station. Franklin dentist “Terry Comer and the Best in Town Band” will get your toes tapping with spirited bluegrass music. Enjoy a variety of games from corn hole to riding a mechanical bull! Themed tables will honor the best in country music at this downhome event. Casual western wear is the attire. This will be a fun event you don’t want to miss! Free drink ticket to preregistrants.

Sponsored by Patterson Dental Supply, Safe Network Solutions, CareCredit

9:00 P.M. - AFTER-HOURS DANCE PARTY
FREE PREREGISTRATION | $20 (PER PERSON) AFTER MAY 29TH
Dance the night away at the After-hours Dance Party, hosted by the New Dentist Committee. All attendees are invited to the hottest party ever with a rocking, fun-loving DJ playing the best new songs to hit the airwaves. Free entrance and free drink ticket to those who preregister.

Sponsored by MetLife, TDA Insurance Agency, CareCredit, 5 Petrones
IMPLEMENTING SLEEP APNEA IN THE GENERAL DENTAL PRACTICE

**DR. TARUN AGARWAL**

8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members

**DENTISTS:** $80 preregistration | $160 after May 29th
**TEAM:** $40 preregistration | $80 after May 29th

Dentists can and should play an active role in the management of obstructive sleep apnea. For many dental offices the prospect of adding sleep apnea therapy to their practice can be confusing and daunting. Using a logical, proven workflow, Dr. Agarwal will share his four-step sleep apnea workflow (awareness, diagnosis, financials, treatment) and outline each team member’s role.

**Objectives:**
- Fundamental understanding of what is OSA and why it matters
- Recognizing medical conditions associated with obstructive sleep apnea
- Working with a medical doctor to assist patients in getting properly diagnosed for OSA
- Records necessary for fabricating a mandibular advancement device

---

**TIPS, TRICKS AND SECRETS OF MORE PROFITABLE PPO PARTICIPATION**

**MR. CLINT JOHNSON**

8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members and
1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Course Repeated

**DENTISTS & TEAM:** $40 preregistration | $80 after May 29th

Participating with insurance PPOs is a necessity for many practices. This course, designed for doctors and members of their insurance team, focuses on changes in the dental PPO marketplace that doctors need to know in order to determine how to structure their insurance participation. Important considerations related to PPO participation will be covered, including dropping or changing participation levels of plans along with a review of frequent mistakes.

PLEASE NOTE: This course is NOT focused on claims filing, coding or processing.

**Topics Included:**
- A practice management software setting that can cost your practice several thousands of dollars a year in PPO mistakes
- Signing PPO contracts: Not all plans and fees are the same
- How to compare your office fees to others in your area
- Ways to avoid making the wrong choice in plans when adding an associate, buying or starting a practice
- How to utilize a limited PPO participation model in a multi-doctor practice

---

**BOTTOM LINE BOOSTERS: HOW CROWN AND BRIDGE AND COMPOSITE “KNOW-HOWS” CAN CHANGE YOUR PRACTICE**

**DR. TIMOTHY BIZGA**

8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members

**DENTISTS:** $80 preregistration | $160 after May 29th
**TEAM:** $40 preregistration | $80 after May 29th

In today’s general dental practice, 40% of revenues come from crown and bridge procedures. Eighty percent of those procedures are single-unit crowns. A staggering 45% of all billed direct restorative procedures are Class IIs! This course describes the principles of preparation design and stresses the importance of thoughtful tooth preparation. A review of current concepts in tissues management and impressioning will be discussed. The focus then shifts to Class II restorative solutions and procedures. By course end, you will be able to select appropriate indirect materials and the glues we choose to use to hold them. Attendees will be able to utilize knowledge of the newest direct restorative materials to perform and restore more competently and efficiently. Clinical tips and brand suggestions will be included.

**Objectives:**
- Review principles of tooth preparation
- Learn current methods for tissue management and impressioning for crowns and bridge
- Review latest indirect material choices & proper cement selection
- Define adhesion and compare/contrast generations of adhesives
- Review criteria for properly placed matrix band and wedge, and review matrix systems
- Discuss choices of materials and suggested technique for placing, finishing, and polishing
- Shortcuts and pearls for composites success

---

**TOP TEN OSHA VIOLATIONS**

**MS. OLIVIA WANN**

9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. | 2 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members

**DENTISTS & TEAM:** FREE preregistration | $25 after May 29th

Feel confident and prepared if an OSHA inspector shows up at your office! OSHA has worked to reduce workplace injuries and fatalities through training and safety standards. With hundreds of pages of training and safety requirements, meeting them can be a daunting task. Olivia Wann, lawyer and expert devoted to helping dental practices with compliance, will talk about the top 10 violations that may have been overlooked in your practice.

**Objectives:**
- Preparation for TOSHAs Random Audits
- Learn how to be “Inspection Ready”
- Understand the Required Documentation
- Transmission of Infectious Agents in Dental Settings
- Exposure Risk Determination and Post-Exposure Management
THE EXCEPTIONAL ASSISTANT

DR. EDWIN MCDONALD III

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Assistants
DENTISTS & TEAM: $40 preregistration | $80 after May 29th

This program is designed to build competence and confidence in assistants in the clinical techniques and materials that most impact the practice. Each clinical topic is designed to include the duties of an EFDA. Also, it is about building the partnerships within the practice that will lead to exceptional patient experiences. My object is for the assistant to leave this day with an expanded view of what is possible for them in their role as a chairside dental assistant and a leader in their practice.

Objectives:
- Creating a powerful partnership with your doctor and team
- The materials and techniques of world class impressions and models
- The art and science of provisional restorations
- The state-of-the-art in composite resin bonding
- Beautifully and predictably bonding porcelain crowns and veneers
- Engaging in conversations that count – your influence in the practice

TREATMENT PLANNING POWERHOUSE

MS. WENDY BRIGGS

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Hygienists
DENTISTS: $80 preregistration | $160 after May 29th
TEAM: $50 preregistration | $100 after May 29th

Many dentists would like their hygiene department to help patients accept more dentistry. Yet, hygienists may lack confidence, fear saying the wrong thing or don’t want the patient to feel pushed. This presentation helps the dentist and hygienist get on the same page and find balance. Learn ‘what’ to say and ‘how’ to say it, building value for services in language simple enough for patients to understand. Learn how to use diagnostic tools effectively and save time in the long run.

Objectives:
- How to empower the hygiene team as “ambassadors” for the practice, driving more quality dentistry into your schedule.
- Verbal skills for simplified case presentation with language patients understand.
- How to use diagnostic tools and stay on time.
- Focusing on Points of Contact to improve the New Patient Experience.
- Mystery patient videos – See what is really happening during the New Patient Experience.
- Streamlining: How to provide a quality exam in under 8 minutes!
- Audits that ensure maximum levels of productivity, efficiency and effectiveness.

DIGITAL DENTISTRY FOR SLEEP APNEA IN THE GENERAL DENTAL PRACTICE

DR. TARUN AGARWAL

1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members
DENTISTS: $80 preregistration | $160 after May 29th
TEAM: $40 preregistration | $80 after May 29th

The fundamental goal for digital dentistry is to make things easier for patients to understand and more predictable for dental teams to deliver treatment. For the most part, sleep apnea therapy has been left out of the digital dentistry revolution - until now. In this informative lecture and demonstration, Dr. Agarwal will walk participants through the use of modern digital technologies to make sleep apnea therapy faster, easier, and more predictable. This will include the use of CBCT to create awareness, the use of a novel home testing device to predict patient response, and digital impressions to fabricate a digital sleep appliance.

Objectives:
- What role CBCT can play in patient education of obstructive sleep apnea
- The role and use of Matrix Plus home testing to answer the question “Will appliance therapy work for my patient”
- Digital records and workflow for producing a digital sleep appliance

DESIGNED FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT, ENGINEERED FOR SUCCESS: HOW WHAT WE DO, USE, AND THINK ABOUT AFFECT OUR DAILY PRACTICE

DR. TIMOTHY BIZGA

1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members
DENTISTS: $80 preregistration | $160 after May 29th
TEAM: $40 preregistration | $80 after May 29th

Those in search of riches know that one must move a lot of dirt to find a little bit of gold. This course is designed to sift through the “dirt,” providing informational “gold” on topics essential to long-term success. From understanding patient decision-making to select tips for longer-lasting dentistry, this course is designed to give a practical, “soup-to-nuts” approach that will maximize your practice profits.

Objectives:
- Learn current trends in today’s general practice
- Talk common sense, “real-world” approach to treatment planning
- Understand the WHY of patient decision-making
- Universal Bonding agents and why this is a game changer
- Increase bond strength and longevity with one technique
- Low-Stress and Bulk Fills
- Advance tips on Sectional Matrix Systems
- Gain understanding of how adding one new procedure or one new technique can elevate your game
**THE ART AND SCIENCE OF PROVISIONAL RESTORATIONS FOR NATURAL TEETH LECTURE AND HANDS-ON – LIMITED TO 25 REGISTRANTS**

**DR. EDWIN MCDONALD III**

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Assistants

DENTISTS & TEAM: $50 preregistration | $100 after May 29th

Provisional restorations are critical to successful outcomes in restorative dentistry. This lecture will help the attendee to understand the fundamentals of esthetics required in creating beautiful provisional restorations. In addition, the attendee will learn to use simple reference points to create the proper form, fit, and function in both simple and complex cases. The materials, instruments, and techniques for crowns, bridges, and veneers will be presented in detail. Finally, enhancing, correcting, and repairing provisional restorations will be presented and discussed.

Workshop: The workshop will include the fabrication of a molar, premolar, and an incisor provisional. The basics of form, function, and fit will be demonstrated and applied in the fabrication of provisional restorations for everyday cases in a general dental practice.

**Objectives:**
- Esthetic principles of anterior provisional restorations
- Occlusion and function principles in provisional restorations
- The use of reference points in designing and constructing provisional restorations
- Materials and instruments required
- Techniques for simple or complex cases
- Repairs, correction, and enhancement of provisional restorations

---

**DEVELOPING A WORLD CLASS HYGIENE DRIVEN PRACTICE**

**MS. WENDY BRIGGS**

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members

DENTISTS: $80 preregistration | $160 after May 29th
TEAM: $50 preregistration | $100 after May 29th

Tired of Hygiene headaches?
Do you see your Hygiene Department as a loss leader?
Want more comprehensive services offered in Hygiene, but aren’t sure where to begin?

Increase practice profitability by maximizing the role of the dental hygienist as a preventative therapist. An empowered hygienist works in synergy with the dentist and is seen as a ‘physician’ of the mouth for preventative treatment. Learn how hygienists nationwide are transforming lack luster programs into ‘World Class’ Hygiene Departments by serving patients with a comprehensive focus, providing more complete care and creating raving fans at the same time. Not just for the Hygienist, this presentation is perfect for the entire team. Dentists, Hygienists, Team Leaders and all auxiliary members will want to attend to learn entire systems for a ‘World Class’ Practice.

**Objectives:**
- Why some hygienists produce $800/day, while others (under same conditions) are doing $1800+/day.
- Same day preventive procedures that create raving fans and increase profitability.
- Systems that reduce no-shows, cancellations and open time in Hygiene.
- Verbal skills for success with these principles and concepts.
- New procedures that require no doctor time and ensure patients are receiving the best care.
- Practice audits that ensure ‘World Class’ systems and service for your patients.
- Five ways to increase Patient Care and Hygiene Production by $200,000 in the next 12 months!
THE COMPLETE FACE: BOTOX® TRAINING WITH CADAVER ANATOMY WORKSHOP

DR. GIGI MEINECKE

8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. | 6 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members

DENTISTS: $1,500 PREREGISTRATION ONLY (limited attendees)
TEAM: $75 PREREGISTRATION ONLY

Limited to 15 dentists/injectors. Assistants may register to accompany dentist.

**ALL-DAY COURSE WITH LUNCH BREAK - AFTERNOON IS HANDS ON**

Covering more than any other Botox® course available, The Complete Face is exactly that – COMPLETE. FACES provides the only Botox® training that includes muscles of the upper AND lower face plus masseter and temporalis in one class. FACES exclusive cadaver anatomy review workshop* provides the requisite anatomical foundation that allows consolidation of the entire face into one course. The uniqueness of The Complete Face saves you time and money by not requiring multiple levels of training. Re-invigorate your practice by adding Botox® treatments with the Anatomically Based, Academically Rigorous and Scientifically Driving Seminar™.

- Optimal to bring patient for afternoon Hands-On course.
- With enrollment fee, dentists will receive one bottle of Botox® 50 unit for hands-on section. Depending on your patient, you may need to purchase an additional bottle ($330).
- Dr. Meinecke will supply all injectable needs: Saline, lidocaine, needles, syringes, skin preps, alcohol preps, headbands, mirrors, surgical markers, gauze, as well as paperwork for consent, post-operative instructions, etc.
- Each registrant’s license to practice will be confirmed in advance and photo ID required to enter class.

Objectives:
- Identify specifically the areas of the aging face and features that can be improved using Botox®.
- Conduct a thorough patient consultation to evaluate the potential need for and assess the suitability of facial injectables.
- Identify muscles of facial expression and muscles of mastication in a human cadaver* specimen.
- Acquire the technical skill to perform these injections through “hands-on” training.
- Avoid, recognize and manage adverse events.
- Understand CDC guidelines for proper asepsis in medication reconstitution and multi-use vials.
- Correctly document treatment – written and photographic.

*FACES is the only training offered in this discipline that integrates actual cadaver study (not video-taped) with live patient injections.

EFFECTIVE ASSISTING

DR. TIMOTHY BIZGA

8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Assistants

DENTISTS & TEAM: $40 preregistration | $80 after May 29th

This dental assisting course is designed to teach dental assistants and EFDAs the skills necessary to better support their dentists in the everyday routines associated with a general dental practice. A lecture-based program, coupled with everyday practice essentials is the basis of this class. The topics covered will include basic material science, procedural protocols, and topics related to patient care and treatment.

Objectives:
- Learn how to achieve employment security in a no-job-security world
- Learn basic material science principles
- Understand differences between etch/rinse vs. self-etch
- Learn proper cement selection
- Review impression materials and cements (conventional vs. resin)
- Discuss temporary fabrication, material selection, shade selection
- Define importance of patient communication

THE EVOLUTION OF SINGLE TOOTH IMPLANT-SUPPORTED RESTORATIONS: IMPLANT DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT PLANNING FOR SINGLE-TOOTH RESTORATIONS

DR. MARK NATION

8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Hygienists

DENTISTS: $80 preregistration | $160 after May 29th
TEAM: $40 preregistration | $80 after May 29th

Build confidence in your team to successfully diagnose and treat simple to challenging implant cases. As a leader in the field of implantology, Dr. Nation will provide the latest in techniques and materials in single-tooth implant-supported restorations. There is an optional hands-on course in the afternoon.

Objectives:
- Utilize tools and protocols for proper treatment planning
- Recognize the options available for the replacement of a single tooth predictably and esthetically
- Become familiar with options for implant-supported restorations
- Understand customization of implant-level impressions
- Understand the rationale for abutment selection
- Restore implants easily via a patient-specific abutment system
THE COSMETIC EVOLUTION: UNDERSTANDING THE ORAL-SYSTEMIC LINK AND BRINGING WORLD CLASS ORAL HEALTH CARE INTO RESTORATIVE TREATMENT

DR. TOMMY NABORS
8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Hygienists and
1:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. (Course Repeated)
DENTISTS: $80 preregistration | $160 after May 29th
TEAM: $50 preregistration | $100 after May 29th

As more patients seeking cosmetic treatment require periodontal disease management and therapy prior to restorative care, it is necessary for dentists and their teams to understand the relationships between, and the effects of, periodontal disease, overall health, and esthetics. "Healthy mouth, healthy body" is a new trend and cosmetic practices are poised to bring state-of-the-art science and technology to elevate the overall health of their patients along with creating beautiful smiles.

Objectives:
- Ensuring a disease-free foundation for restorative treatment and aiding longevity of the restorations.
- Understanding the microbiology associated with periodontal infections and the inflammatory process connected to systemic disease.
- Understanding and incorporating DNA-PCR pathogen testing into a preventative oriented periodontal protocol.
- How to discuss with patients and bridge the gap from periodontal disease to systemic diseases.
- How building a strong base in oral health care and periodontal protocols builds your practice and improves your cosmetic success.
- Why it’s no longer about plaque and calculus.

THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC / SILVER DIAMINE FLUORIDE

DR. BRENT MARTIN AND MR. STEVEN BRADY
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 noon | 2 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members
DENTISTS & TEAM: FREE preregistration | $25 after May 29th
Sponsored by DentaQuest

Opioid Epidemic: Opioids are very effective controlling pain, especially acute pain post-operative. But, due to abuse, more than 200,000 people died from prescription opioids between 1999 and 2016. Each year, the opioid epidemic costs an estimated $78.5 billion. In January 2018, Tennessee implemented measures aimed at curbing some of the effects of opioids on TennCare recipients. A two-part analysis was done by DentaQuest, and determine that through policy changes and partnership, significant changes can be made.

Silver Diamine Fluoride: This has been used extensively for decades in many countries, and in thousands of practices around the U.S. since it was cleared for use as a desensitizer in 2014. TennCare is now reimbursing for the application of this breakthrough treatment. SDF has been determined as a pioneering treatment to ensure optimal oral health of the individual that is having the service provided. Rather than sending the patient home with active disease, dental offices can now stop the disease progression with an SDF treatment.

THE EVOLUTION OF SINGLE TOOTH IMPLANT-SUPPORTED RESTORATIONS - HANDS ON

DR. MARK NATION
1:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members
DENTISTS & TEAM: $70 preregistration | $140 after May 29th
TEAM: $30 preregistration | $60 after May 29th

MUST HAVE ATTENDED DR. NATION’S MORNING SESSION
LIMITED TO 25 DENTISTS - ASSISTANTS MAY REGISTER TO ACCOMPANY DENTIST
ONE DEMO KIT WILL BE PROVIDED PER DENTIST REGISTRANT

This hands-on workshop will give practical experience to the information learned in Dr. Nation’s morning lecture. Each dentist registrant may bring an assistant to join them for this hands-on section, however the assistant must also be registered for the course.

CYBER SECURITY

MR. ALAN SIELBECK
8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m. | 1 Hour CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members
DENTISTS: $30 preregistration | $60 after May 29th
TEAM: $20 preregistration | $40 after May 29th

This course will provide dental professionals and office staff a basic understanding of the potential cyber threats facing a modern dental office, as well as the fundamental steps needed to protect computers, mobile devices, office networks, and the practice and patient data they contain.
GET IT, GOT IT, GLUE IT: A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO TERRIFIC TEMPORIZATION

DR. TIMOTHY BIZGA

1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. | 3 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Assistants
DENTISTS & TEAM: $40 preregistration | $80 after May 29th

This course benefits Chairside and Expanded Function Assistants. Basics of crown and bridge procedures will be reviewed, discussed, and understood so the assistant will be able to assist more efficiently and EFDAs will be able to restore more competently.

Objectives:
- Explain basic functions of etch, primer, and bonding agents
- Review criteria in selection and use of dental cements
- Discuss choices of materials for fixed prosthetics: gold, precious/non-precious alloy, porcelain-fused-to metal, ceramic, etc.
- Learn techniques and understand the importance of crown/bridge temporization

FINANCIAL PLANNING AND FISCAL INDEPENDENCE

DR. RICK HUOT

1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. | 2 Hours CE Credit | All Attendees
DENTISTS: $60 preregistration | $120 after May 29th
TEAM / SPOUSE: $25 preregistration | $50 after May 29th

This lecture will cover how to make your practice more resistant to the economy, what you can expect to see in the economic near future, and basic financial steps you must take to ensure that you will able to financially be successful throughout your entire dental practice career.

Dr. Huot will go over the basic requirements you will need to ensure financial stability in a solo or small group setting, including steps to take now to ensure your retirement is on track regardless of the health of the economy, what financial “traps” to avoid, and how the future economy and health care reform will dramatically change the way you practice dentistry.

Topics such as associateships, acquisitions and mergers, and the buying and selling of practices will be discussed, as well as how you can position your current practice to thrive in the next decade and beyond.

Objectives:
- Identify basic economic business cycles, and how it affects dentistry.
- Understand the penetration of corporate dentistry/large group practice modules in both Fee for Service and PPO systems, and how a solo practice is at a distinct disadvantage in competing with their business model.
- Gain knowledge on current economic trends that are happening with the third-party financing of dental care, and how they will need to market their practice in a radically different way.
- Return to the office with clear initiatives on how to increase the efficiency of their operations, and whether they are a candidate for a merger or acquisition of another dental office.
POSTURAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE DENTAL PRACTICE: MORNING YOGA!
CAROLYN MCGRATH, DSC, DC, IHS AND JEFF YATES, DC, MS, CCSP
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. | 1 Hour CE Credit | All Attendees
DENTISTS & TEAM: $20 preregistration | $25 after May 29th

The unique physical challenges required in the practice of dentistry, by dentists as well as the entire dental team, may result in aches and pains that significantly affect your work and personal life. Drs. McGrath and Yates’ presentation will include information on the bio-mechanical stresses of the muscles and spine while in poor/dentist posture, home exercises to help strengthen those muscles and promote spinal mobility and discuss breathing techniques for relaxation and refocusing the mind. Wear your yoga pants or comfortable clothes, if you want to join them as they demonstrate exercises and introduce a simple office exercise routine for dentists and team members. (Participation not mandatory.)

GET A LIFE: WORK AND PERSONAL BALANCE
DR. RICK HUOT
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. | 2 Hours CE Credit | All Attendees
DENTISTS: $60 preregistration | $120 after May 29th
TEAM: $25 preregistration | $50 after May 29th

Get a life! This lecture will cover key decision points during a dental career that will enhance a healthy and balanced lifestyle. Along with this, the speaker will outline the specific tax advantages that go along with these career points. Business opportunities that present along the career path will be touched on, along with personal events that the speaker took advantage in his career. Ample time will be set aside at the end of the lecture to answer any transition questions the audience may have.

Objectives:
- Identify key career points where business decisions will significantly affect the business practice success.
- Recognize certain age milestones where opportunities need to be taken to enhance the future retirement lifestyle the dentist and his family will experience.
- Able to make informative decisions as to the “where and how” of lining up prospective practice purchase scenarios.
- Able to recognize the different practice modes, and how they relate to their current stage of their practice careers.

SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER AND PRESCRIPTION WRITING
DR. DAVID SAIN
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. | 2 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members
DENTISTS & TEAM: $40 preregistration | $80 after May 29th

**COURSE QUALIFIES FOR STATE-REQUIRED CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND PRESCRIPTION WRITING CREDIT**

Substance use disorders occur when the recurrent use of alcohol and/or drugs causes clinically and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet major responsibilities at work, school, or home. Learn how to recognize chemical dependency in dental professions, family, friends, and patients, and what to do about it. Dr. Sain will also explore the opioid epidemic and what is your responsibility. Prescription writing will also be covered: what does the “prudent” dentist do? Learn about these things and more at this timely course.

MANAGING RISK WITH OPTIMUM RECORDKEEPING AND INFORMED CONSENT
MS. OLIVIA WANN
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. | 2 Hours CE Credit | Dentists & Team Members
DENTISTS & TEAM: FREE preregistration | $25 after May 29th

Learn how good recordkeeping practices and informed consent protocol can prevent litigation and risks to your office’s operation.

Objectives:
- Learn required content of the dental record
- Basics of informed consent
- Documentation of patient refusal of recommended treatment
- Frequency of medical history updates
- Common recordkeeping errors that result in problems
- Record retention rules in Tennessee
- Storage of pre-existing paper records
CONTINUING EDUCATION

Continuing education courses provided by the TDA are recognized and approved by the Tennessee Board of Dentistry. Continuing education requirements differ from state to state. Check with your state for specific requirements. Continuing education credits hours are shown with each synopsis.

Disclaimer: Participants must always be aware of the hazards of using limited knowledge in integrating new techniques or procedures into their practice. Only sound evidence-based dentistry should be used in patient therapy.

EARN CONTINUING DENTAL EDUCATION CREDIT!

Use this opportunity to obtain your 2019 continuing education credits, needed to comply with Tennessee Board of Dentistry rules.

CE CERTIFICATES & HOUR-FOR-HOUR CREDIT

To receive credit, participants must scan their badge at designated CE kiosks and enter the course code provided by the instructor at the end of the course. Hour-for-hour credit will be granted as indicated in the course program descriptions. Continuing Education certificates will be emailed to participants at the completion of the conference.

GENERAL ATTENDANCE CREDIT

Five (5) general attendance credit hours may be granted to Tennessee dentists, hygienists and registered dental assistants who attend the 152nd TDA Annual Session. The category of general attendance is limited to ten (10) hours per two-year period. General attendance certificates will be included in the meeting registration bag provided to each attendee.

CHILDREN

Children under the age of 16 must be registered and accompanied by an adult always. There is no registration fee for children, but they must pay for any fee-based events. Children are not permitted in lectures.

NON-ENDORSEMENT

Speakers are selected based on their expertise and quality of presentation. Participation of speakers at the Tennessee Dental Association Annual Session, neither implies nor reflects endorsement by the TDA. Approval of the Tennessee Dental Association as a sponsor of continuing education by the Tennessee Board of Dentistry, the ADA or AGD neither constitutes nor infers endorsement by these organizations of any individual educational activity or the course content.

SPEAKERS

Speakers are required to disclose to participants any financial, commercial or promotional interest in a product or company that may influence their presentations, however, the TDA shall not be liable for a speaker’s failure to disclose such interests. Please be advised that courses, speakers or schedules may change without notice.

THE TDA IS AN ADA CERP PROVIDER

(November 2018 through December 2020).

ADA CERP is a service of the American Dental Association to assist dental professionals in identifying quality providers of continuing dental education. ADA CERP does not approve or endorse individual courses or instructors, nor does it imply acceptance of credit hours by boards of dentistry. Concerns or complaints about a CE provider may be directed to the provider or to ADA CERP at www.ada.org/cerp

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

AUDIO RECORDINGS

Unauthorized audio or video recording of any program is strictly prohibited.

CLASSROOM COMFORT

You may find the temperature in lecture rooms too hot or too cold for your comfort. We suggest that you come prepared with a sweater or light jacket.

CLASSROOM ETIQUETTE

Please remember to silence your cell phones while seated in classrooms. Please step outside to receive/conduct phone calls as not to disturb other attendees.

NON-SOLICITATION POLICY

Except for exhibitors operating within their designated exhibit area, no attendees may solicit business in the exhibit area or in any other Tennessee Dental Association convention space. No business cards may be passed out to solicit business if an exhibit table has not been purchased. Violation of this policy will result in expulsion from the meeting.

SPECIAL NEEDS

If you need special arrangements for access or meals at the conference, please contact the TDA in advance of the meeting by calling (615) 628-0208.

PAPERLESS HANDOUTS

In a continued effort to minimize paper waste and benefit the environment, course handouts will ONLY be available on our conference app, which is a free download through your app store titled “TDA Annual Session”. These materials are not printed for distribution onsite. (Please note that some speakers have chosen not to distribute handouts.)
Speaker Biographies

**Dr. Tarun Agarwal***

Dr. Tarun Agarwal represents a new generation of leadership for the dental profession. As a respected speaker, author, and opinion leader, he is changing the way general dentists practice. He maintains a full time general practice in Raleigh, North Carolina that has faced its share of ups and downs. Despite being an ‘in network’ insurance provider, he’s managed to build a successful practice by integrating technology at the highest level. He produces a weekly podcast called ‘TBone Speaks Dentistry’ and regularly holds seminars and workshops at his 3D Dentists training center. Learn more at www.TBoneSpeaks.com.

**Dr. Timothy Bizga***

Timothy M. Bizga, DDS, FAGD, is a general dentist practicing in Cleveland, Ohio. His practice focuses on comprehensive care, with Dr. Bizga’s special interests in implants, cosmetics, and facial esthetics. His background in dentistry is lengthy and diverse. Once a former chairside assistant, he also worked as a dental lab technician, making his perspective unique among others in the field of dentistry. He graduated from Saint Louis University with a BA in Biology, before receiving his DDS from the University of Michigan School of Dentistry, at which time he was the recipient of the Francis B. Vedder award for excellence in prosthodontics. He is currently a member of the ADA and a Fellow in the AGD. Dr. Bizga gives back to the community via dental missions around the world.

**Mr. Steven Brady***

Mr. Steven J. Brady earned his BBA in Accounting and MBA in Management from Tennessee State University. At DentaQuest, the second largest oral health company in the nation, Steven manages a healthcare portfolio that includes TennCare/CoverKids Dental, Dental Medicare Advantage, Dental Healthcare Exchange, and both Medicaid and Medicare vision contracts in Tennessee, Kentucky, South Carolina, Georgia, and Louisiana. Steven has been awarded the *Nashville Business Journal*’s Top 40 under 40 in Business (2012) and one of their Health Care Hero(s) (2016).

**Ms. Wendy Briggs***

Wendy Briggs, RDH, is the President and CEO of Hygiene Diamonds, a worldwide practice management consulting firm which excels in increasing entire practice profitability and improving oral hygiene systems. Wendy has proven to be a top-producer within the hygiene field and has coached countless other hygienists to do the same. Her virtual coaching club, the Team Training Institute, has helped more than 1200 practices worldwide to achieve their goals and her trademarked Whitening for Life™ program is realizing incredible success in more than 21 countries. She is a published author for the *Journal of Practical Dental Hygiene* and the *AGD Impact* and is a contributing educator for the Dawson Academy. Wendy brings with her the enthusiasm and excitement of a new era for dentistry.

**Dr. Richard Huot***

Dr. Richard Huot is the founder of Beachside Dental Consultants, Inc. Dr. Huot retired from the USAF Reserve Dental Corps, after 30 years of military duty and was on active duty from 1982-1985. A private practice owner from 1985 to 2008, Dr. Huot still practices clinical dentistry. Dr. Huot served on the ADA ADPAC board from 2008-2012 and was Treasurer in his last year. Dr. Huot is a past president of the Maine Dental Association in 1994 and the 2006 President of the Atlantic Coast District Dental Association in Florida. He is a Fellow in the American College of Dentists, the International College of Dentists, the Academy of General Dentistry, and the Pierre Fauchard Academy. Dr. Huot is currently the ADA 2nd Vice President.
Mr. Clinton Johnson

Clinton Johnson is the founder of Profitable PPOs, a company based in Phoenix, Arizona, specializing in helping dental practices across the United States take advantage of opportunities to participate more profitably with insurance PPOs. He is a published author and frequent speaker to dental groups. For nearly twenty years he’s worked with practices of all sizes, throughout the United States and is passionate about helping practice owners optimize their insurance participation and increase practice profitability.

Dr. Brent Martin

Dr. Brent Martin graduated from the University of Missouri at Kansas City School of Dentistry and earned his MBS from the University of Dallas in health care economics, and health care administration. Dr. Martin has over thirty-five years of clinical dental experience and owning and managing multiple dental practices. Senior management positions held include: Chief Dental Officer for the University of Massachusetts Medical School, VP Dental Products for AETNA, Regional VP CIGNA Dental Health, and President & CEO Delta Dental Plan of Oklahoma.

Dr. Edwin McDonald III

Edwin A. McDonald III, DDS, is a graduate of the University of Texas Dental Branch at Houston, a Fellow of the Academy of General Dentistry, and the International College of Dentists. He has given presentations at the Southwest Dental Conference, The Texas Meeting, The Chicago Midwinter Dental Clinic, The Yankee Dental Congress, The Greater New York Dental Meeting, and the CDA Anaheim & San Francisco. He has authored articles for Dental Economics and Inside Dentistry. His interests include volunteering with Serving Him International Healthcare Ministry on mission trips to Braila, Romania. He maintains a private practice in Plano, Texas limited to esthetic, restorative, and implant dentistry.

Dr. Carolyn McGrath and Dr. Jeff Yates

Drs. Carolyn McGrath and Jeff Yates own Peak Performance Chiropractic, a chiropractic, nutrition and rehab clinic in Franklin, Tennessee. They utilize a multitude of different techniques to treat their patients. A custom treatment plan and protocol is designed for each patient to best suit that patient’s needs. In addition to chiropractic care, their clinic offers many other services including: Dry Needling, Cupping, Soft Tissue Therapy (i.e. Graston), Therapeutic Exercise, Titleist Performance Level 1 Certified, Allergy Testing, and Weight Loss Center.

Dr. Gigi Meinecke

Dr. Gigi Meinecke has been active in the field of facial injectables since 2004. In 2013, she established “FACES” – Facial Anatomy for Comprehensive Esthetic Seminars – providing cosmetic and therapeutic injectable training to medical and dental professionals with a core focus on comprehensive facial anatomy. FACES provides the only training in this discipline that integrates cadaver study with live patient injections. Dr. Meinecke is past president of the Maryland AGD and currently serves on the Maryland State Dental Association’s Legislative and Government Affairs Council. Nationally, she is a spokesperson for the AGD. Dr. Meinecke currently Chairs the ADA Council on Communications. She is a Fellow in the AGD, the International College of Dentists and the American College of Dentists. She serves on the Boston University Goldman School of Dental Medicines’ Alumni Board and maintains a private practice in Potomac, Maryland.
DR. THOMAS NABORS

Dr. Thomas Nabors graduated from the University of Tennessee College of Dentistry in 1995, and for the past 23 years, has practiced general dentistry with an emphasis on oral health, early intervention of periodontal disease, and cosmetic dentistry. He completed the prestigious Louisiana State University Cosmetic Continuum in 1999 and received Accreditation in the American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry in 2006, joining just over 400 dentists to achieve this honor. Dr. Nabors speaks frequently on the topics of periodontal infections, DNA testing, oral-systemic science, and cosmetic dentistry. He is the originator of the concept called “Modular Periodontal Therapy,” a new concept in the diagnosis and treatment planning for periodontal diseases.

MS. OLIVIA WANN

Olivia Wann joined the dental profession in 1985 having served as an office manager and dental assistant. She graduated magna cum laude from St. Joseph’s College with a Bachelor of Science degree in Health Care Administration and with a Doctorate in Jurisprudence from Nashville School of Law. Olivia and her team members provide onsite and online consulting, policy development, and training in the areas of OSHA, Infection Control, HIPAA, and HR. Olivia’s company, Modern Practice Solutions, is endorsed by the TDA.

DR. MARK NATION*

Dr. Mark C. Nation graduated from the University of Louisville School of Dentistry in 2000 and was chosen as the ULSD’s Most Outstanding Graduate that year. He graduated from the Advanced Graduate Residency Program in Prosthodontics in 2003 and has since been in private practice in the Louisville area. He completed a Comprehensive Implant Residency Program focusing on complex implant surgery and grafting procedures in 2017 at the Foundry Clinic in Birmingham, Alabama. Dr. Nation is a member of the American College of Prosthodontists. Dr. Nation is married to Dr. Karen Nation, DMD, a general dentist, and they live outside of Louisville.

MR. ALAN SIELBECK

Alan Sielbeck, CEO of Safe Network Solutions, built his career in the technology space after completing his degree in Engineering Science at Vanderbilt University. Alan’s primary role at SNS is to drive profit and growth through technology innovation. He is a collaborative leader who drives continuous improvement and professional development with the team at SNS and has devoted much time in recent years to cyber security in dental offices.

DR. DAVID SAIN

After attaining a DDS degree at the University of Tennessee Dental School, Dr. David Sain completed his formal dental education in 1982 with a master’s degree in Orthodontics. Over the past 35 years, he has enjoyed a successful practice of orthodontics in Murfreesboro, Tennessee. While being a member of the TDA’s Wellness Committee for 14 years and serving as the Chair for the past 10 years, he has studied and gained extensive knowledge concerning substance abuse issues and has had articles published on subjects such as “Genetics of Chemical Dependency” and “Interoffice Intervention for Chemical Dependency.” Having recently sold his orthodontic practice, his focus now is serving as the Director of the TDA Wellness Committee.

*Speaker Disclosure: This speaker is being compensated by Dentsply Sirona for this presentation, but does not have monetary or other interest(s) with Dentsply Sirona or any other company whose products are discussed in this presentation.

**This speaker is sponsored by DentaQuest.
### THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 2019
- **3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.** TDA Board of Trustees Meeting
- **3:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.** Registration (hotel lobby)

### FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 2019
- **6:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.** Registration
- **7:00 a.m. / 7:30 a.m.** Council & Committee Meetings
- **8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.** Exhibits Open
- **8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.** IMPLEMENTING SLEEP APNEA – DR. TARUN AGARWAL
- **8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.** TIPS, TRICKS AND SECRETS OF MORE PROFITABLE PPO PARTICIPATION - MR. CLINT JOHNSON
- **8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.** BOTTOM LINE BOOSTERS – DR. TIMOTHY BIZGA
- **9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon** THE EXCEPTIONAL ASSISTANT – DR. EDWIN MCDONALD
- **9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon** TREATMENT PLANNING POWERHOUSE – MS. WENDY BRIGGS
- **12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m.** WOMEN DENTISTS LUNCHEON
- **1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.** Reference Committee Meeting
- **1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.** DIGITAL DENTISTRY FOR SLEEP APNEA – DR. TARUN AGARWAL
- **1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.** TIPS, TRICKS AND SECRETS OF MORE PROFITABLE PPO PARTICIPATION - MR. CLINT JOHNSON
- **1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.** DESIGNED FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT – DR. TIMOTHY BIZGA
- **2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.** THE ART AND SCIENCE OF PROVISIONAL RESTORATION – HANDS-ON – DR. EDWIN MCDONALD
- **2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.** DEVELOPING WORLD CLASS HYGIENE DRIVEN PRACTICE – MS. WENDY BRIGGS
- **3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.** TDA Foundation Board Meeting
- **5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.** Pre-Dinner Cocktail Reception
- **6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.** President’s Party: Southern Comfort (Includes Awards)
- **9:00 p.m.** UT Dessert Reception

### SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 2019
- **7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.** Registration
- **7:30 a.m.** Past Presidents’ Breakfast
- **8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.** Exhibits Open

### SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 2019 CONTINUED
- **8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.** Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF) Screening - Dr. Joseph Smiddy
- **8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.** THE COMPLETE FACE: BOTOX® TRAINING – DR. GIGI MEINECKE
- **8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.** EFFECTIVE ASSISTING – DR. TIMOTHY BIZGA
- **8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.** EVOLUTION SINGLE TOOTH IMPLANT-SUPPORTED RESTORATIONS – DR. MARK NATION
- **8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.** COSMETIC EVOLUTION: UNDERSTANDING THE ORAL-SYSTEMIC LINK – DR. TOMMY NABORS
- **8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.** THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC; SILVER DIAMINE FLUORIDE – DR. BRENT MARTIN, MR. STEVEN BRADY
- **10:00 a.m. -12:00 noon** Tennessee Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Board Meeting
- **10:00 a.m. -12:00 noon** Tennessee Society of Endodontists
- **1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.** EVOLUTION SINGLE TOOTH IMPLANT-SUPPORTED – HANDS-ON – DR. MARK NATION
- **1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.** GET IT, GOT IT, GLUE IT: TERRIFIC TEMPORIZATION – DR. TIM BIZGA
- **1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.** COSMETIC EVOLUTION: UNDERSTANDING THE ORAL-SYSTEMIC LINK – DR. TOMMY NABORS
- **1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.** FINANCIAL PLANNING AND FISCAL INDEPENDENCE – DR. RICK HUOT
- **3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.** TDA House of Delegates
- **6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.** Cookout/Patio Party
- **9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.** After-hours Dance Party

### SUNDAY, JUNE 9, 2019
- **7:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.** Registration
- **8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.** POSTURAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE DENTAL PRACTICE – DRS. MCGRATH & YATES
- **9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.** GET A LIFE: WORK AND PERSONAL BALANCE – DR. RICK HUOT
- **9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.** SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER AND PRESCRIPTION WRITING – DR. DAVID SAIN
- **9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.** MANAGING RISK WITH OPTIMUM RECORDKEEPING – MS. OLIVIA WANN
**REGISTER:**

Online:  www.tndentalassociation.com

By mail:  T DA, 660 Bakers Bridge Avenue, Suite 300, Franklin, TN 37067

By fax:  (615) 628-0214

Questions?  Call (615) 628-0208

**CANCELLATION/CHANGE/TRANSFER FEE:**

All cancellations/changes/transfers are subject to a $10 per person processing fee.

Cancellations must be received in writing at the TDA office by May 20, 2019 via fax (615-628-0214) or email (tda@tenndental.org). No refunds will be made after May 20, 2019.

**STUDENTS:**

Students in dentistry may attend CE courses and events. Registration and CE are at no charge; however you must sign up for meals and events and pay the designated price where applicable.

**REGISTRATION PRICES LISTED FOR ALL EVENTS ARE PER PERSON / YOU MUST CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DENTIST:</th>
<th>BY MAY 29, 2019</th>
<th>AFTER MAY 29, 2019</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDA MEMBER**</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>$80</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUT-OF-STATE MEMBER ADA**</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NON-MEMBERS OF THE TDA/ADA</td>
<td>$450</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOUSE (WIFE/HUSBAND OF DENTIST) □ Check if Alliance Member**</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILD (UNDER AGE 16)</td>
<td>FREE*</td>
<td>FREE*</td>
<td>□ ATTENDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYGIENIST</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSISTANT</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRONT OFFICE</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUEST</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDENT: □ DENTAL □ HYGIENIST □ ASSISTANT</td>
<td>FREE*</td>
<td>FREE*</td>
<td>□ ATTENDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXHIBITOR - COMPANY NAME:</td>
<td>FREE*</td>
<td>FREE*</td>
<td>□ ATTENDING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Free categories, place a check mark in the box indicating you are attending.
** Membership in the ADA, TDA, and TDA Alliance will be verified.

**RETURN FORM WITH PAYMENT TO:**

TENNESSEE DENTAL ASSOCIATION, 660 BAKERS BRIDGE AVENUE SUITE 300, FRANKLIN, TN 37067

CHECK (PAYABLE TO TENNESSEE DENTAL ASSOCIATION)   CHECK #

CREDIT CARD (MASTER CARD AND VISA ONLY)

CARD #:  EXPIRATION DATE:

NAME ON CARD:  CVV CODE ON BACK (3 DIGITS):

SIGNATURE:
**EVENTS**

**Free events:** Place an “X” in the dollar amount to indicate attendance.

**FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 2019**

**Women Dentists Luncheon**
12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m.
By 5/29: $55
After 5/29: $75

**Pre-Dinner Cocktail Reception**
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
FREE (Note attendance here)

**President’s Party**
6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
By 5/29: $75
After 5/29: $100

**SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 2019**

**Alliance Luncheon**
11:00 a.m.
By 5/29: $55
After 5/29: $75

**Cookout / Patio Party**
6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
By 5/29: $60
After 5/29: $80

**After-hours Dance Party**
9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
By 5/29: FREE (Note attendance here)
After 5/29: $20

**CONTINUING EDUCATION**

**FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 2019**

**NOTE:** D=Dentist; T=Dental Team

**IMPLEMENTING SLEEP APNEA/GENERAL PRACTICE**
Dr. Tarun Agarwal
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
By 5/29: D: $80 | T: $40
After 5/29: D: $160 | T: $80

**TIPS, TRICKS AND SECRETS OF MORE PROFITABLE PPO PARTICIPATION**
Mr. Clint Johnson
1:30 - 4:30 p.m. (Repeat morning course)
By 5/29: D: $80 | T: $40
After 5/29: D: $160 | T: $80

**SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 2019**

**THE COMPLETE FACE: BOTOX® TRAINING**
Dr. Gigi Meinecke
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
PREREgISTRATION ONLY - Limited to 15 dentists
D: $1,500 | T*: $75
*Must accompany dentist registered for course.

**EFFECTIVE ASSISTING**
Dr. Timothy Bizga
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
By 5/29: $40 | After 5/29: $80

**TOP TEN OSHA VIOLATIONS**
Ms. Olivia Wann
9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
By 5/29: FREE (Note attendance here)
After 5/29: $25

**THE EXCEPTIONAL ASSISTANT**
Dr. Edwin McDonald III
9:00 - 12:00 noon
By 5/29: $40 | After 5/29: $80

**TREATMENT PLANNING POWERHOUSE**
Ms. Wendy Briggs
9:00 - 12:00 noon
By 5/29: D: $80 | T: $50
After 5/29: D: $160 | T: $100

**DIGITAL DENTISTRY FOR SLEEP APNEA**
Dr. Tarun Agarwal
1:30 - 4:30 p.m.
By 5/29: D: $80 | T: $40
After 5/29: D: $160 | T: $80

**TIPS, TRICKS AND SECRETS OF MORE PROFITABLE PPO PARTICIPATION**
Mr. Clint Johnson
1:30 - 4:30 p.m. (Repeat morning course)
By 5/29: D: $80 | After 5/29: $80

**ART & SCIENCE OF PROVISIONAL RESTORATIONS - HANDS-ON / LIMITED TO 25 REGISTRANTS.**
Dr. Edwin McDonald III
2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
By 5/29: $50 | After 5/29: $100

**DEVELOPING A WORLD CLASS HYGIENE DRIVEN PRACTICE**
Ms. Wendy Briggs
2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
By 5/29: D: $80 | T: $50
After 5/29: D: $160 | T: $100

**OPIOID EPIDEMIC / SILVER DIAMINE FLUORIDE**
Dr. Brent Martin, Mr. Steven Brady
10:00 - 12:00 noon
By 5/29: FREE (Note attendance here)
After 5/29: $25

**EVOLUTION OF SINGLE TOOTH IMPLANT-SUPPORTED RESTORATIONS - HANDS ON**
Must have attended Dr. Nation’s morning session. Limited to 25 dentists. Assistants may register to accompany dentist.
Dr. Mark Nation
1:30 - 4:30 p.m.
By 5/29: D: $70 | T: $30
After 5/29: D: $140 | T: $60

**GET IT, GOT IT, GLUE IT: TERRIFIC TEMPORIZATION**
Dr. Timothy Bizga
1:30 - 3:30 p.m.
By 5/29: $40 | After 5/29: $80

**COSMETIC EVOLUTION: UNDERSTANDING THE ORAL-SYSTEMIC LINK**
Dr. Tommy Nabors
1:30 - 4:30 p.m. (Repeat of morning course.)
By 5/29: D: $80 | T: $50
After 5/29: D: $160 | T: $100

**FINANCIAL PLANNING AND FISCAL INDEPENDENCE**
Dr. Rick Huot
1:30 - 3:30 p.m.
By 5/29: D: $60 | T: $25
After 5/29: D: $120 | T: $50

**SUNDAY, JUNE 9, 2019**

**POSTURAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR DENTAL PRACTICE**
Drs. McGrath and Yates
8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
By 5/29: $20 | After 5/29: $25

**GET A LIFE: WORK AND PERSONAL BALANCE**
Dr. Rick Huot
9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
By 5/29: D: $60 | T: $25
After 5/29: D: $120 | T: $50

**SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER AND PRESCRIPTION WRITING**
Dr. David Sain
9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
By 5/29: $40 | After 5/29: $80

**MANAGING RISK WITH OPTIMUM RECORDKEEPING**
Ms. Olivia Wann
9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
By 5/29: FREE (Note attendance here)
After 5/29: $25

Total amount due for Page 2* $ 

*Add this amount in the payment area on the reverse side for total registration payment due.
HOTEL INFORMATION
Franklin Marriott Cool Springs
700 Cool Springs Blvd., Franklin, TN 37067
(615) 261-6100
(888) 403-6772
www.marriott.com

The TDA Annual Session headquarters hotel is the Franklin Marriott Cool Springs Hotel which is connected to the Conference Center where all continuing education and events are located. The hotel has been newly renovated in Marriott’s modern aesthetic theme by merging form and function and emphasizing chic interior architecture. You will enjoy the latest in guest room design and technology and easy access to conference meetings and events.

OTHER HOTEL BENEFITS INCLUDE:
- Free WiFi
- Free Hot Breakfast (Registered hotel guests only)
- Free Parking
- Near upscale shopping in historic downtown Franklin
- Proximity to Nashville – just 20 minutes away

ROOM RATE:
$184 per night. (Group rate available through May 16, 2019)
Group name: TN Dental Association

TO MAKE RESERVATIONS:
Hotel reservations may be made online via their link on the TDA website (address below).

ONLINE/TDA WEBSITE:
tndentalassociation.com

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Any sleeping room cancellations, no-shows, or early departures without a 72-hour notice will result in the forfeiture of the one-night deposit or charge to the credit card. Rooms are subject to availability. Applicable local and state taxes apply.
Proud to support

Announcing the NEW UBS Comprehensive Financial Planning Program exclusively for Tennessee Dental Association Members

The UBS Tenn Dental Team
Gregory M Dooley, CRPC® AAMS®
Vice President–Wealth Management
Financial Advisor
800-327-8630
gregory.dooley@ubs.com

UBS Financial Services Inc.
100 S. Ashley Drive
18th Floor
Tampa, FL 33602
813-227-2843
800-327-8630

ubs.com/www.ubs.com/fa/gregorydooley